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I. INTRODUCTION

Ohio is in the midst of a shale natural gas boom. The production of shale natural gas through the use of hydraulic fracturing is taking place in the Marcellus and Utica Shale regions that encompass the eastern portions of Ohio. Many landowners in those regions are eagerly participating in the production of the shale natural gas by leasing their tracts of land to oil and gas developers. However, there are also landowners who are opposed to participating in the production of shale natural gas due to the risks associated with hydraulic fracturing. Despite this opposition to hydraulic fracturing, might these landowners be forced to participate in the shale natural gas production anyway?

The answer to the question can be found in a set of laws that the Ohio General Assembly enacted to respond to an oil boom in the 1960s. Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 provides a mechanism to force Ohio landowners to participate in oil and gas development without their consent. This process is known as “mandatory pooling.” Mandatory pooling is an anti-holdout law that ensures the efficient production of natural resources. In order to develop oil and gas in Ohio, one must own enough land to exceed...
the state’s minimum acreage requirements. If landowners, or oil and gas developers, fail to own or control the required acres and are unable to form voluntary agreements with adjoining landowners, they may apply to the Ohio Department of Natural Resource’s Division of Oil and Gas Resources (Division of Oil and Gas) for a mandatory pooling order. After a lengthy hearing process and, if all the required conditions are satisfied, the Chief of the Division of Oil and Gas (Chief) may issue a mandatory pooling order. The Chief’s order would require the landowners of the adjoining tracts of land to participate in the oil and gas development. Therefore, the short answer to the question posed above is yes. Through the issuance of a mandatory pooling order, Ohio law may force Ohio landowners to participate in the shale natural gas development without their consent and over their opposition to hydraulic fracturing.

The mandatory pooling process has rarely been used since it was enacted in 1965. However, in the past few years there has been an increased use of mandatory pooling. As the shale natural gas boom continues, mandatory pooling orders will likely be utilized more frequently. In light of the likely increased use of mandatory pooling, it is vital to ensure that § 1509.27—the statute that allows mandatory pooling—adequately responds to the demands and risks posed by hydraulic fracturing and is equitable to both those who wish to develop shale natural gas and those who wish to refrain due to the risks of hydraulic fracturing.

When the Ohio General Assembly enacted the mandatory pooling law in 1965, the legislature was responding to the demands posed by traditional vertical drilling and migratory black oil. However, shale natural gas is the natural resource driving today’s demands. Unlike migratory black oil, shale natural gas is nonmigratory and is extracted using hydraulic fracturing. The nonmigratory property of shale gas and its extraction requires a two-step process:

To start, a production well is drilled thousands of feet downward and then gradually angled out horizontally through the shale deposit. The
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method pose different demands and create new concerns compared to those driving the creation of the oil and gas conservation laws of the 1960s. As a result, many of Ohio’s laws, including § 1509.27, became outdated. For this reason, the Ohio General Assembly made substantial changes to the original oil and gas conservation laws over the past several years. However, the language of § 1509.27 has substantively stayed the same.

The current language of § 1509.27 is not equitable for landowners subject to a mandatory pooling order. After being forced to participate in the drilling unit, the landowners will receive their pro rata share of the production minus the costs of production and a risk penalty. The risk penalty is assessed against the nonconsenting landowner to reward the oil and gas developer for taking the risks associated with drilling. The risk penalty can be up to 200% of the costs of production. Thus, under Ohio’s approach to mandatory pooling, landowners who do not consent to the development of shale natural gas can be forced to participate and pay a penalty.

This Comment explains Ohio’s approach to mandatory pooling. There are different approaches to mandatory pooling. The approaches can be grouped into three categories. The first approach is the free-ride approach, where the nonconsenting owner will only be held liable for the costs of production if the well operation is successful. The second approach is the risk-penalty approach—Ohio’s current approach to mandatory pooling—which is where the nonconsenting owner is subject to a penalty to reward the well operator for taking the risk of drilling the well if the well is successful. The third approach is the enumerated options approach, by which nonconsenting owners can choose an alternative from a list of options that best fits their own specific circumstances upon receiving a
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well is drilled horizontally to maximize the ability to capture natural gas once the shale is hydraulically fractured.

After the well is drilled, a mixture of water, sand and chemical additives is injected at very high pressure to fracture the shale. This part of the process is called hydraulic fracturing.
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mandatory pooling order.\textsuperscript{20} The enumerated options approach is the most equitable approach for all parties involved because it provides nonconsenting owners with multiple alternatives to choose from after receiving a mandatory pooling order and, at the same time, preserves the oil and gas developer’s ability to pool tracts of land to form a drilling unit.\textsuperscript{21}

Before analyzing the alternative approaches to mandatory pooling in depth, this Comment will first discuss the history and rationale behind mandatory pooling laws\textsuperscript{22} and provide an explanation of Ohio’s current approach to mandatory pooling.\textsuperscript{23} Next, this Comment will discuss the constitutionality of mandatory pooling laws.\textsuperscript{24} Finally, after analyzing the alternative approaches to mandatory pooling, this Comment will propose that the Ohio General Assembly should adopt the enumerated options approach.\textsuperscript{25} The Ohio General Assembly must replace its risk-penalty approach to mandatory pooling and adopt an enumerated options approach because it will provide more equitable alternatives to Ohio landowners who are subject to a pooling order while maintaining the main purposes for mandatory pooling laws.

II. OVERVIEW OF OHIO’S OIL AND GAS LAW

A. Historical Explanation of Ohio’s Early Oil and Gas Laws

In 1814, oil was first discovered in Ohio and, for over a century thereafter, the production of oil and gas was generally governed by the common law rule of capture.\textsuperscript{26} Oil and gas are contained in large pools below the surface that are often stretched over many different tracts of land.\textsuperscript{27} Commonly, multiple landowners own these tracts and each landowner has an interest in the common pool of oil and gas.\textsuperscript{28} Thus, the common law rule of capture was a mechanism to settle disputes among adjoining landowners in regard to legal title of the oil because “oil and
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gas can migrate from place to place underground, so that a well drilled on one property may drain oil and gas from under neighboring land.\textsuperscript{30} The rule of capture provides that oil and gas are “mineral[s], and while [they are] in the earth [they] form[] a part of the realty, and when [they] reach[] a well, and [are] produced on the surface, [they] become[] personal property, and belong[] to the owner of the well.”\textsuperscript{31} Therefore, according to the rule of capture, “[w]hatever gets into the well belongs to the owner of the well, no matter where it came from.”\textsuperscript{32}

The rule of capture focuses on the oil and gas that is captured in a well rather than the oil and gas below the ground not yet captured. The first recognition of a right to the minerals does not occur until the minerals are extracted from the ground.\textsuperscript{33} Thus, under the rule of capture, title to the oil and gas under a tract of land does not vest in an owner until it is extracted from the land.\textsuperscript{34}

The rule of capture fails to protect a right in the oil and gas under one’s tract of land, causing harsh practical effects for landowners. Landowners face the choice to either immediately commence drilling on their tracts of land to gain title in the oil or face the possibility of the oil escaping and an adjoining landowner capturing the oil. The fact that “[t]he right to drill and produce oil on one’s own land is absolute,” as long as it is done so in a legal manner,\textsuperscript{35} provides a remedy to the rule of capture, which also contributes to the dilemma of landowners. On one hand, courts found the absolute right to drill on one’s land a sufficient remedy compared to an injunction or accounting because the owner could simply drill a well to offset the production of the adjoining landowner.\textsuperscript{36} On the other hand, a landowner needed to rush the decision of whether to drill a well over a common pool of oil because drilling an offset well was the recognized remedy. Drilling an offset well became the primary means for landowners to avoid the harsh effects of the rule of capture.\textsuperscript{37}

As a result, landowners drilled an abundance of offset wells in Ohio. Offset wells are wells drilled on one tract of land to offset the well drilled
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on an adjoining tract of land over a common pool of oil or gas.\textsuperscript{38} The rule of capture and the abundance of offset wells had several negative implications. First, one implication was that Ohio’s land became over drilled.\textsuperscript{39} Landowners drilled many wells to extract oil and gas from a common pool. These active wells over a common pool were often inefficient because a smaller number of wells would have been sufficient to effectively extract the oil or gas from the common pool. Second, the rule of capture led to a premature dissipation of natural reservoir energy.\textsuperscript{40} In order to protect their mineral rights, adjoining landowners raced one another in extracting the oil or gas from the common pool. Thus, despite what might have been in the best interests of landowners and the environment, landowners could not afford to wait and preserve the minerals under their tracts of land. Finally, the rule of capture failed to adequately protect the correlative rights of landowners.\textsuperscript{41}

Due to the negative implications of the rule of capture and its harsh practical effects on landowners, the rule of capture no longer governs the rights to interests in oil and gas in Ohio. Ohio courts superseded the rule of capture in 1984.\textsuperscript{42} The oil and gas conservation laws enacted in 1965 provided the statutory basis for the departure from the rule of capture.\textsuperscript{43}

\textbf{B. Response to the Rule of Capture: Ohio’s Oil and Gas Conservation Laws}

In 1896, Ohio was the nation’s leader in oil production.\textsuperscript{44} However, Ohio’s oil production declined significantly in the six subsequent decades.\textsuperscript{45} During the years of the decline in production, the Ohio legislature largely left Ohio’s laws related to the production of oil and gas untouched.\textsuperscript{46} The decline lasted until the early 1960s when Ohio experienced an oil boom that, at its peak, increased oil production approximately 300% from that prior to the oil boom.\textsuperscript{47} Also during this
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period, the Ohio Legislative Service Commission estimated that “over three-fourths of Ohio [was] leased for oil and gas.” Thus, after many years of decline in the oil and gas industry, Ohio once again became “the hottest subject in the oil industry.”

In 1965, after recognizing that the rule of capture was inadequate to meet the demands of a booming oil and gas industry, the Ohio General Assembly enacted a comprehensive oil and gas conservation law. “[T]he purpose of a conservation statute is both to further the public’s interest in conservation and to protect the property rights of operators and landowners.” The legislature designed the 1965 law to combat the main problems of the common law rule of capture: over drilling, premature dissipation of energy reservoirs, and failure to protect the correlative rights of landowners. The main focus of the law was “toward the prevention of physical and economic waste.” Although the law was an improvement over the rule of capture, critics pointed to several flaws in the legislation. Some of the major criticisms were that the law failed to achieve the maximum conservation and “failed to provide fully for the protection of correlative rights.”

The 1965 law is the basis for the current laws governing Ohio’s oil and gas conservation and production. Ohio’s oil and gas conservation laws are codified in chapter 1509 of the Ohio Revised Code. Prior to analyzing Ohio’s mandatory pooling law, it is first necessary to describe the key terms and components of the law.

Portions of chapter 1509 of the Ohio Revised Code provide a mechanism for landowners to pool tracts of land together in order to form a drilling unit to extract oil from a common pool. The major provisions and definitions of key terms make it evident that chapter 1509 responds to the shortfalls of the common law rule of capture. A “pool” is an “underground reservoir containing a common accumulation of oil or gas,
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or both.” 57 This definition highlights the main issue for the rule of capture: Oil and gas are not confined to an area under a single tract of land, 58 but they may be in a large pool under many tracts of land.

In order to promote efficient production of oil and gas, those interested in extracting oil and gas must first form a drilling unit. 59 A “drilling unit” is “the minimum acreage on which one well may be drilled.” 60 A drilling unit prevents an abundance of offset wells because a well cannot be drilled within a specified distance from an existing well. 61 Furthermore, chapter 1509 explicitly protects the correlative rights of landowners. An owner’s 62 “correlative rights” refer to “the reasonable opportunity to every person entitled thereto to recover and receive the oil and gas in and under the person’s tract or tracts... without having to drill unnecessary wells or incur other unnecessary expense.” 63

Moreover, Ohio’s oil and gas laws provide a detailed process for forming a drilling unit in order to commence drilling. 64 Persons interested in forming a drilling unit to drill a well, whether it be drilling a new well or altering an existing well, must first obtain permission from the Chief. 65 The application process to obtain a permit is quite lengthy. Among the many steps in the application process, the applicant must specify those with a royalty interest 66 in the proposed drilling unit 67 and the proposed depth of the well. 68 The proposed depth of the well is necessary to determine if the application satisfies the minimum acreage requirements. 69 The Ohio General Assembly gave the Division of Oil and Gas the
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discretion to establish the minimum acreage requirements for drilling units. The minimum acreage requirements are dependent on the proposed depth of the well—the greater the depth of the proposed well, the larger the minimum acreage requirements necessary to obtain a permit. In addition to establishing the minimum acreage required for the drilling unit itself, the proposed depth of the well determines the minimum distance it must be from an existing well and the outer boundaries of the drilling unit. Thus, this process is an attempt to ensure that the Division of Oil and Gas is aware of individuals who have an interest in the common pool being drilled in a specified area and to prevent an abundance of wells within a specified area.

Due to the fact that the Chief has the authority to issue drilling permits and pooling orders, the Ohio Revised Code provides a specific appeals process for those who may be adversely affected by a ruling. The initial appeals process provides that a party who is “adversely affected by an order by the chief of the division of oil and gas resources management may appeal to the oil and gas commission.” However, if a party is not satisfied with the administrative ruling from the oil and gas commission, the party may appeal that order to the Court of Common Pleas of Franklin County, Ohio.

C. Ohio’s Mandatory Pooling Law

1. Pooling Tracts of Land to Form a Drilling Unit

A landowner who does not control the amount of acres specified by the Ohio Revised Code to form a drilling unit may “pool” adjoining tracts of land. “Pooling” is “the bringing together of two or more small or
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irregularly shaped tracts of land to form a” drilling unit.77 Ohio laws provide two mechanisms for pooling tracts of land to form a drilling unit: voluntary pooling agreements78 and mandatory pooling orders.79

Ohio Revised Code § 1509.26 allows landowners to form voluntary pooling agreements in order “to form a drilling unit which conforms to the minimum acreage and distance requirements” mandated by Ohio law.80 The only recognized stipulation to forming a voluntary pooling agreement is that the agreement must be in writing and filed with the application for a drilling permit.81 Voluntary pooling agreements are the preferred method to form a drilling unit—when an individual tract of land is of insufficient size—because voluntary agreements require fewer government resources than mandatory pooling orders require82 and consenting parties form the agreements in the marketplace.

If a voluntary pooling agreement cannot be formed, the second option to form a drilling unit is to apply for a mandatory pooling order.83 The Chief issues a mandatory pooling order, which requires nonconsenting landowners to join a drilling unit.84 Unlike voluntary pooling agreements, mandatory pooling orders do not reflect agreements that would be made in a marketplace and are not made by consenting landowners. As a result, the process and criteria that must be satisfied before obtaining a mandatory pooling order are more stringent.

Two conditions must be satisfied before an applicant becomes eligible to apply for a mandatory pooling order from the Division of Oil and Gas. First, the applicant’s tract of land must be “of insufficient size or shape to meet the requirements for drilling a well” on the tract of land.85 Second,

77 A. Allen King, The New Property, 46 Mich. L. Rev. 311, 313 (1948). Pooling and the term unitization are often used together, but each has a separate meaning that is necessary to distinguish. Unlike the term pooling, unitization refers to a “consolidation or merger of all of the interests in the [common] pool” of oil or gas. Id. Thus, these terms differ in that pooling seeks to join one or several tracts of land to form a drilling unit, whereas unitization is joining all interests over a pool.
79 Id. § 1509.27 (West Supp. 2013).
80 Id. § 1509.26.
81 Id.
82 Id. § 1509.27.
83 Id. The well operator must have formed at least 90% of the drilling unit through voluntary agreements. Mandatory Pooling, supra note 12.
85 Mandatory Pooling, supra note 12.
“the owner [of the tract of land, who also is the owner of the mineral interest,] has been unable to form a drilling unit [under a voluntary agreement] on a just and equitable basis.”86 These two conditions indicate that mandatory pooling orders should only be considered by the Division of Oil and Gas when the owner of the tract of land has no other alternatives—the owner cannot drill on the owner’s land because the land is of an insufficient size, and the owner has failed, despite just and equitable efforts, to form a voluntary pooling agreement under Ohio Revised Code § 1509.26 with adjoining landowners.87 Thus, the owner will only be able to apply for a mandatory pooling order after satisfying these two conditions.

Once the owner files the application, the Ohio Revised Code provides steps to ensure that the owners of tracts of land will be included in the drilling unit under the mandatory pooling order so as to afford them their due process rights.88 First, the law requires that the Chief notify89 all owners whose land will potentially be included in the proposed drilling unit under the mandatory pooling order and inform them of a right to a hearing.90 Providing notification and a right to a hearing allows landowners who do not wish to be included in a drilling unit the opportunity to present information to the Chief prior to the Chief’s final determination on the order.

Once the hearing takes place or the landowners decline a meeting or fail to respond to the notification,91 the Chief must make a determination on the application for a mandatory pooling order. The Chief shall approve the application and issue a mandatory pooling order only if two conditions are satisfied. The first condition is that the applications for a mandatory pooling order and the drilling permit are in proper form.92 The second—and most critical—condition is that a mandatory pooling order “is necessary to protect correlative rights or to provide effective development,
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use, or conservation of oil and gas.”93 Without this condition, mandatory pooling orders may be deemed unconstitutional.94 In addition, this factor promotes conservation and efficiency and protects correlative rights, which are the main purposes of the conservation laws.95

If the Chief determines that the two conditions for approving a mandatory pooling order are satisfied, the applicant will obtain a drilling permit and an order stating that the adjoining tracts of land identified in the application are to join the drilling unit.96 The mandatory pooling order must contain several components that provide safeguards to the landowners subject to the order and account for the costs and production to the tracts of land in the drilling unit. The pooling order must designate the boundaries for the drilling unit and the proposed production site.97 These requirements ensure that the production site is not located on the tracts of land pooled by the mandatory pooling order unless the landowners consent.98 In addition, the order must “[a]llocate on a surface acreage basis a pro rata portion of the production to the owner of each tract pooled by the order” and “[s]pecify the basis upon which each owner of a tract pooled by the order shall share all reasonable costs and expenses of drilling and producing if the owner elects to participate in the drilling and operation of the well.”99

Once the Chief issues a mandatory pooling order, the landowners subject to the order have two options. The first option is that the landowner may elect to participate in the drilling unit.100 If a landowner makes this election, the landowners must contribute, up front, the portion of reasonable costs and expenses for drilling and production as specified in the mandatory pooling order.101 Thus, the landowner essentially becomes a working interest102 owner and shares in the risks associated with the drilling operations.
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The second option for a landowner subject to a mandatory pooling order is to elect not to participate in the drilling unit and be designated as a nonparticipating owner.\textsuperscript{103} The well operator carries a nonparticipating owner through the production process, which means that nonparticipating owners do not have to contribute an upfront share of the costs and expenses for drilling and production.\textsuperscript{104} However, a nonparticipating owner is subject to a risk penalty in order to be carried through the production process.

Under a risk-penalty system, assuming that the drilling unit’s operations are successful and produce oil or gas,\textsuperscript{105} the well operator holds the nonparticipating owner’s share of production until the nonparticipating owner pays its share of the reasonable drilling costs and expenses.\textsuperscript{106} In addition, the Chief may assess an “additional percentage of the share of costs” against the nonparticipating landowner to reward the operator for taking the risk of drilling a dry well.\textsuperscript{107} The penalty assessed against the nonparticipating owner can exceed the nonparticipating owner’s reasonable costs and expenses of production by up to 200\%.\textsuperscript{108} However, once the nonparticipating owner pays the reasonable costs, expenses, and penalty, the nonparticipating owner will “receive a proportionate share of the working interest in the well in addition to a proportionate share of the royalty interest, if any.”\textsuperscript{109}

2. Recent Changes to Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27

The Ohio General Assembly is amending many of the oil and gas conservation laws originally enacted after the oil boom in the 1960s\textsuperscript{110} in response to the new challenges and demands of the hydraulic fracturing industry. Since 2010, the Ohio General Assembly has enacted two laws
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that made several substantial changes to Ohio Revised Code § 1509.\textsuperscript{111} Some of the amendments to the laws added significant elements to the oil and gas laws, including regulating urbanized drilling\textsuperscript{112} and addressing some of the environmental concerns with hydraulic fracturing.\textsuperscript{113} However, the changes to Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 were less substantial than to those to chapter 1509 overall.\textsuperscript{114} Some of the more noteworthy changes to the mandatory pooling law and process pertain to the application process, the criteria in making a determination on a mandatory pooling application, and the liability for nonparticipating owners.

The 2010 amendments to the oil and gas laws increased the burden on the application process and limited the number of applications that can be filed in a single year. Applications for drilling permits that require a mandatory pooling order are assessed an additional fee of $5,000.\textsuperscript{115} Also, a person\textsuperscript{116} cannot “submit more than five applications for mandatory pooling orders” in a single year.\textsuperscript{117} The increased burden of the added application fee and the application limits will incentivize operators to form voluntary pooling agreements rather than utilize the mandatory pooling order process.


\textsuperscript{115} \textit{OHIO REV. CODE ANN.} § 1509.06(G)(4) (West Supp. 2013).

\textsuperscript{116} A “‘[p]erson’ includes any political subdivision, department, agency, or instrumentality of this state; the United States and any department, agency, or instrumentality thereof; and any legal entity defined as a person under section 1.59 of the Revised Code.” \textit{Id.} § 1509.01(T) (West Supp. 2013).

\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.} § 1509.27 (West Supp. 2013).
The 2010 amendments had subtly, but significantly changed the conditions that must be met before applying for a mandatory pooling order and the criteria that must be satisfied before the Chief can issue a mandatory pooling order. A mandatory pooling order applicant must be the owner of the tract of land that is of an insufficient size and shape to meet the requirements to form a drilling unit and the mineral interests in the land.118 This requirement is a significant departure from the original statutory language, which only required the applicant to meet the definition of an “owner” as provided by Ohio Revised Code § 1509.01(K).119 Under the 2010 amendments, the applicant must have the right to drill on the land, but must also own the right to the mineral interests.

In addition, the 2010 amendments to Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 also changed the criteria that must be satisfied before the Chief can issue a mandatory pooling order. In order for the Chief to approve an application for a mandatory pooling order, all three interests—protecting correlative rights, providing for effective development and use, and promoting conservation of oil and gas—must be satisfied.120 Prior to this amendment, any one of the interests would have been sufficient for the Chief to approve an application and issue a mandatory pooling order. Thus, this change gives less discretion to the Chief and ensures that mandatory pooling orders are only issued on certain limited occasions when all of the objectives of the law have been met.

Furthermore, the 2010 amendments limited the liability of the nonparticipating owners and restricted the area upon which drilling could commence. A landowner subject to a mandatory pooling order and designated as a nonparticipating owner “is not liable for actions or conditions associated with the drilling or operation of the well.”121 In addition, “[n]o surface operations or disturbances to the surface of the land shall occur on a tract pooled by a[ ] [mandatory pooling] order” unless a landowner subject to the mandatory pooling order consents.122 These two changes make the mandatory process more equitable to the landowners who do not wish to participate in the drilling and production of oil and gas on their tracts of land.

118 Id.
119 An “owner” is “the person who has the right to drill on a tract or drilling unit, to drill into and produce from a pool.” Id. § 1509.01(K) (West Supp. 2013).
120 Id. § 1509.27 (West Supp. 2013).
121 Id.
122 Id. Note, however, the amendment only refers to surface operations or disturbances. Thus, subsurface operations, as required in the horizontal drilling process, are allowed.
Although the General Assembly has recognized the need to update these laws to meet the demands and challenges posed by the hydraulic fracturing industry, the recent amendments to the law are not substantial enough to make the mandatory pooling orders equitable for landowners while still maintaining the purposes for the law. The General Assembly, however, is trending in the proper direction by making the laws more equitable through amendments. The amendments ensure that mandatory pooling orders are used as a last resort by limiting the discretion of the Chief to issue the mandatory pooling order and incentivizing parties to form voluntary pooling agreements. Also, the amendments prevent liability from attaching to nonparticipant owners. However, these changes do not address one of the most critical aspects of the law—the risk-penalty provision. Landowners subject to the order only have the choice between the following: (1) relent and become a participant in the drilling unit or (2) become a nonparticipating owner and pay a penalty of up to 200% of the reasonable costs and expenses of production.

3. Rationale and Criticisms of Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27

Laws that provide mandatory pooling orders, while controversial, have utility and are necessary in states with an active oil and gas industry. The rationale behind mandatory pooling orders is the same as the purpose of oil and gas conservation laws. Mandatory pooling orders aim to protect the correlative rights and provide effective and efficient use of natural resources. The language of Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 reflects those purposes, as they are mandatory conditions that must be satisfied to justify the issuance of a mandatory pooling order.

In addition, mandatory pooling orders serve as anti-holdout laws. The law is designed to protect a landowner who wishes to realize the mineral interests and exercise the landowner’s right to drill, but cannot do so because the land is of an insufficient size and shape to meet the minimum acreage requirements. As a result, the landowner must pool adjoining tracts of land. Without mandatory pooling laws, one landowner could impede a plan for oil and gas production. Thus, in a state like Ohio, where many count on the oil and gas industry for economic gains, mandatory pooling laws are necessary to the oil and gas industry and to the landowners who wish to realize their mineral interests.

Despite the utility of the mandatory pooling laws, mandatory pooling orders are controversial. Two of the main criticisms of the mandatory pooling laws question whether the laws are constitutional or equitable. Many describe mandatory pooling orders as eminent-domain-type laws because the orders force landowners to participate in the production of
Although this criticism is controversial, courts consistently hold that mandatory pooling orders are constitutional. Also, many question the equity of the risk-penalty aspect of Ohio's mandatory pooling law because of the possibility of paying a penalty of up to 200% of the reasonable costs and expenses of production. Rather than repealing Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27, Ohio should adopt a new mandatory pooling scheme to address the equity criticism of the mandatory pooling law.

III. CONSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF OHIO’S MANDATORY POOLING LAW

Landowners have long challenged the constitutionality of mandatory pooling laws. In fact, given the increased attention to mandatory pooling laws due to the Marcellus Shale development, the media, landowners, and politicians have referred to mandatory pooling laws as eminent-domain-type laws. Given the likelihood of the increased use of mandatory pooling in Ohio, future litigation may arise that questions the constitutionality of Ohio’s mandatory pooling law. Therefore, this Part will analyze whether states have the power to issue a mandatory pooling order and whether the order amounts to an unlawful taking of private property.

The issue of whether a state has the authority to order a nonconsenting landowner to participate in a drilling unit has been a frequently litigated issue in many states. However, throughout the country courts have consistently upheld mandatory pooling laws as a valid use of the state’s police power. The use of the police power to issue mandatory pooling orders is justified because it is necessary “to protecting the correlative
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The Supreme Court of Ohio has held “the state’s police powers permit the General Assembly to enact legislation governing pooling arrangements, spacing, unitization[,] and other oil and gas drilling regulations.” Based on Ohio case law and case law from other jurisdictions, it would be a stark departure from precedent for a court to rule that a state does not have the police power to issue a mandatory pooling order. Also, the specific language of Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 states that pooling orders are only to be granted “to protect correlative rights” of landowners. Therefore, a challenge questioning Ohio’s use of the police power to issue mandatory pooling orders will not likely be successful.

In addition to challenging the validity of the state’s use of its police power to issue a mandatory pooling order, a landowner might argue that the order amounts to a taking of the owner’s land. A regulatory taking can occur when a government action causes an owner to suffer a permanent invasion of property. However, the language of Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 forbids such physical invasions of the land subject to a pooling order without the consent from the landowner. A regulatory taking also can occur if a government regulation deprives the landowner of “all economically beneficial uses” of the property or if the deprivation is less than 100% and satisfies the factors established in Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York City.

Although Ohio recognizes the mineral estate as a separate estate, Ohio generally considers the parcel of land as a whole when determining if a taking has occurred. If a landowner subject to a pooling order owns
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both the surface and subsurface estates, the mandatory pooling order will not amount to a regulatory taking because the owner has not lost all economically beneficial uses of the property when considering the parcel as a whole. The owner has not lost all economically beneficial uses because the surface remained undisturbed. However, Ohio does consider the mineral estate “the relevant parcel for a compensable regulatory taking if the mineral estate was purchased separately from the other interests in the real property.” Thus, under the proper facts, a landowner might be able to advance an argument of a taking if the owner acquired the mineral estate as a separate interest in the land by a deed, grant, lease, reservation, or exception. Ultimately, however, the mandatory pooling order provides a means for a landowner to be justly compensated for being forced to participate in the drilling unit.

Furthermore, because of the notification and hearing requirements specified in Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27, it is not likely that a court would find the statute unconstitutional for not affording due process rights to the landowners subject to the pooling order. Due to these conclusions—that the issuance of a mandatory pooling order validly exercises the state’s police power, likely will not be considered a taking of private property, and properly affords due process from the approval process—Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 is constitutional and will likely be upheld if challenged in court.

IV. OVERVIEW OF MANDATORY POOLING SCHEMES

The majority of state legislatures have adopted mandatory pooling laws because courts consistently uphold them as constitutional under a
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state’s police power. Every major oil-producing state, with the exception of California and Kansas, has adopted some type of a mandatory pooling scheme. While the existence of mandatory pooling laws is common among the states, each state has taken different approaches in addressing the issue of a nonconsenting owner who is subject to a mandatory pooling order.

Generally, the different types of mandatory pooling schemes can be grouped into three categories. The first category is known as the free-ride approach, which allows the well operator to carry the nonconsenting owner through the production process and leaves the owner liable only for the owner’s portion of the costs of production if the well operation was successful. The second category is known as the risk-penalty approach, which is Ohio’s current approach to mandatory pooling. Under the risk-penalty approach, a nonconsenting owner is subject to a penalty that is given to the well operator for taking the risk of drilling the well if the well is successful. The third category is known as the enumerated options approach, which allows the nonconsenting owner to choose from a list of options upon receiving a mandatory pooling order.

Ohio should consider these options to ensure that the mandatory pooling scheme is equitable for both the oil and gas industry and landowners subject to mandatory pooling orders. In particular, Ohio should consider the approach to mandatory pooling used by the other states in the Marcellus and Utica Shale region. Therefore, this Part will
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provide an analysis of the three approaches to address the effect of mandatory pooling on the nonconsenting owner.

A. Free-Ride Mandatory Pooling Scheme

One approach to address the issue of a nonconsenting owner subject to a mandatory pooling order is the free-ride approach. The free-ride approach allows the nonconsenting owner to be “carried” as to [the owner’s] proportionate share of expenses without penalty during the time that the well is being drilled.”152 Thus, the nonconsenting owner has a free ride through the production process.

The nonconsenting owner will be liable only for the owner’s share of the cost of production.153 If the operation is not successful, then the nonparticipating owner is not liable for any of the costs of production.154 The effect of this approach is that the well operator takes all of the risks associated with production, while the nonconsenting owner bears no risks and contributes only to the costs of production if the operation is successful. The free-ride approach has been described as the operator giving the nonconsenter an “interest-free loan”—if the operation is unsuccessful, the loan will be defaulted without compensation to the operator.155 The free-ride mandatory pooling scheme is the most favorable scheme for landowners subject to a mandatory pooling order because this is a win-win situation for the nonconsenting owner.

The landowner-favored effect of the free-ride approach makes it heavily criticized for offending the purposes of mandatory pooling laws. One criticism of the free-ride approach is that it fails to promote voluntary pooling agreements.156 The free-ride approach “encourage[s] nonconsenting interest owners to hold out of voluntary pooling agreements and to await the forced pooling order that will leave them without a share of the risk in the event of a dry hole or failed drilling operation.”157 Another criticism of the free-ride approach is that it discourages oil production: “[P]otential operator[s] will be discouraged from drilling if
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[they] know[] that [they have] to carry the full risk of a dry hole . . . .”158
As a result, the free-ride approach has “largely fallen out of favor” with major oil producing states.159

B. Risk-Penalty Mandatory Pooling Scheme

Perhaps the most common approach to mandatory pooling is the risk-penalty approach.160 The risk-penalty approach addresses one of the main criticisms of the free-ride approach in that it seeks to compensate the well operator for taking the risk of drilling. The approach is similar to the free-ride approach because the well operator carries the nonconsenting landowner through the drilling process,161 and the nonconsenting owner does not have to pay the well operator if the well is unsuccessful.162 Thus, the well operator bears the risks of drilling a dry well and not being compensated for the costs of drilling. If the well operation is successful, the nonconsenting owner must reimburse the well operator for the reasonable costs of production. In addition to reimbursing the well operator, the nonconsenting owner must also pay a penalty that is assessed against those costs to reward the well operator for taking the risks of drilling a dry well.163 The risk-penalty approach “seek[s] to achieve the
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objective of compensating the risk-taker and preventing the free ride by the non-consenting owner.  

Although the risk-penalty approach is the most common approach to mandatory pooling, state legislatures have adopted many variations of this approach. The common thread among the varied approaches, however, is that all of the statutes impose a percentage of the nonconsenter’s portion of reasonable costs and expenses as a penalty to reward the well operator. The risk-penalty schemes vary by setting the specified percentage to properly reflect the risk involved in the well operation and determining what expenses the penalty may be assessed against.

Because the purpose of the risk-penalty approach is to reward the well operator for bearing the risks associated with drilling, the penalty assessed to the nonconsenter should reflect the risk involved in drilling. In general, there are three risks associated in drilling: “drilling a dry hole[,] . . . encountering unexpected mechanical or geological problems which greatly increase the actual cost of drilling[,] . . . [and] drilling a marginally productive well which will never return to the operator his investment in the drilling and operating expenses.” The various risk-penalty approaches differ on how accurately the mandatory pooling laws actually reflect the amount of risk involved. In some states, the mandatory pooling statute calls for a fixed percentage, while other states allow for a
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more flexible approach by setting a ceiling on the specified percentage to be applied.\footnote{170}{See N.M. STAT. ANN. § 70-2-17(C) (2003) (providing that a risk penalty may not exceed 200%); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 1509.27(F) (West Supp. 2013) (“The total amount receivable . . . shall in no event exceed [200%] . . . ”); TEX. NAT. RES. CODE ANN. § 102.052(a) (West 2011) (providing that a risk penalty may not exceed 100%); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 30-5-109(g)(ii) (2011) (providing that penalty can be “[u]p to” 300% and “up to” 200% depending on the specific cost involved).}

The statutes that allow for flexible percentages are better suited in carrying out the purposes of the risk-penalty approach. For example, if a proposed drilling site has an estimated success rate of 90%, the relative likely risk involved is minimal. Under a flexible process for setting the specified percentage, the administrative body will be able to reflect the relative minimal risk when setting the percentage.\footnote{171}{See Colosimo & Craig, supra note 156, at 57.} On the other hand, under a fixed system the percentage is set by law regardless of the relative likelihood of the success of the drilling operations.

In addition to the states differing on the specified percentage to apply, states also differ on what is considered a reasonable expense to assess the percentage against. Several states’ statutes identify an extensive list of costs that the risk penalty may be assessed against.\footnote{172}{See ALA. CODE § 9-17-13(c) (LexisNexis 2001); COLO. REV. STAT. § 34-60-116(7)(b) (2011); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 30:10(A)(2)(b)(ii) (Supp. 2012); MISS. CODE ANN. § 53-3-7(2)(g) (2003); MONT. CODE ANN. § 82-11-202(b) (2011); NEB. REV. STAT. § 57-909(2) (2012); N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW § 23-0901(3)(c)(1)(ii)(I) (McKinney 2012); UTAH CODE ANN. § 40-6-6.5(4)(a)(I) (LexisNexis 2010); WYO. STAT. ANN. § 30-5-109(g) (2011).} Alternatively, other risk-penalty systems first require the parties to agree to the reasonable costs associated with drilling and, then, give the administrative body the authority to allocate the costs in the event that the parties dispute the costs.\footnote{173}{See NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 522.060(4) (LexisNexis 2006); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 70-2-17(C) (2003); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 1509.27(F) (West Supp. 2013); TEX. NAT. RES. CODE ANN. § 102.052(b) (West 2011).} In general, however, most statutes consider costs such as drilling,
testing, completing, equipping, and operating the well, along with supervision expenses, for allocating the reasonable costs of production.\(^{174}\)

The primary effect of imposing a risk penalty is to encourage voluntary agreements among the parties. With a “risk penalty hanging over their heads, holdouts are more likely to cut a voluntary deal with the operator and other interest holders.”\(^{175}\) Thus, the prospect of facing a risk penalty—which in some cases may be fixed at 300%\(^{176}\) of the reasonable costs of production—serves as a deterrent for those who do not wish to make a voluntary agreement. Furthermore, voluntary agreements made in the marketplace often have more favorable terms than those mandated by a mandatory pooling order.\(^{177}\)

The main criticism of the risk-penalty approach is that it is too much of a deterrent for landowners and is favorable for the well operators. Despite the objective of the risk-penalty approach, which is to reward the well operator for taking the risk of drilling,\(^{178}\) many of the risk-penalty provisions are fixed and do not allow the administrative body to accurately assess the actual risks involved with the drilling operations. In some states, the amount of the penalty can substantially reduce the amount that a nonconsenting owner receives for the pro rata share of the oil and gas extracted from the owner’s tract of land. Moreover, parties who are unable, despite reasonable efforts, to form a voluntary agreement must either contribute to the costs of production up front or be carried through the production process and pay a substantial penalty for refraining from participating in drilling operations.\(^{179}\) While the free-ride approach is most favorable for the nonconsenting landowner subject to a mandatory pooling order, the risk-penalty approach is most favorable to the well operators.

C. Enumerated Options Mandatory Pooling Scheme

The third approach to mandatory pooling, the enumerated options approach, is the most common approach among the states within the
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The enumerated options mandatory pooling scheme allows an owner subject to a pooling order to make an election from a list of options enumerated in the state’s mandatory pooling statute before the owner’s interests can be pooled. Unlike the risk-penalty approach, nonconsenting owners will have several alternatives to choose from under the enumerated options approach instead of being forced to pay a risk penalty.

The specific options offered to a nonconsenting owner vary from state to state. One option often available is the option to participate in the drilling unit by contributing the nonconsenting owner’s share of the costs of production prior to the commencement of drilling. If a nonconsenter elects this option, the nonconsenter essentially becomes a working interest owner. This option is often available throughout the pooling process in most mandatory pooling schemes, including the strict risk-penalty states. Therefore, while this is an option for nonconsenting owners, the option itself is not unique to the enumerated options approach.

Another common option is for the nonconsenter to surrender or assign the nonconsenter’s interest to participants in the pooled unit and accept a bonus and royalty payment in return. Under this option, the landowner will not be responsible for the costs of production. Rather, the nonconsenter’s working interest is effectively surrendered or assigned on either a temporary or permanent basis. The tradeoff for not contributing to the costs of production under this option is that the nonconsenter’s potential gain from the pro rata portion of the oil and gas extracted from the nonconsenter’s tract of land may be considerably less than what it
would be as a working interest owner. The amount of compensation—in terms of a per acreage bonus and royalty payment—can either be established by the parties themselves or by the administrative body controlling the pooling procedure.\footnote{186 See id.}

A similar option is the option to be integrated in the drilling unit as a royalty interest owner.\footnote{187 See, e.g., N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW § 23-0901(3)(c)(1)(i) (McKinney 2012); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 52, § 87.1(c) (West 2011); VA. CODE ANN. § 45.1-361.21(g) (Supp. 2011).} A royalty interest holder is not responsible for the costs of production or the risks involved in drilling.\footnote{188 N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW ANN. § 23-0901(3)(a)(3).} As a royalty interest holder, the nonconsenter will receive royalty payments from the nonconsenter’s pro rata share of production.\footnote{189 Id.; OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 52, § 87.1(c) (West 2011); VA. CODE ANN. § 45.1-361.1 (Supp. 2011).} This royalty payment will likely have a statutory minimum, but may be based on the prevailing royalty interest payment in the pooled unit or surrounding units.\footnote{190 N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW ANN. § 23-0901(3)(a)(3).} In New York, for example, the royalty interest is “equal to the lowest royalty in an existing lease . . . , but no less than one-eighth.”\footnote{191 Id.}

The final common enumerated option is for the well operator to carry the nonconsenting owner’s proportion of the costs of production during the drilling process.\footnote{192 See, e.g., id. § 23-0901(3)(a)(3); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 52, § 87.1(e); 58 PA. STAT. ANN. § 408(c) (West 1996); VA. CODE ANN. § 45.1-361.21(c)(7); W. VA. CODE ANN. § 22C-9-7(b)(6) (LexisNexis 2010).} This option is essentially the risk-penalty approach. After the well begins to produce, the well operator is entitled to a portion of the nonconsenter’s pro rata share of production until the well operator recoups the reasonable costs of production, as well as a penalty assessed to those costs.\footnote{193 See, e.g., N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW ANN. § 23-0901(3)(c)(1)(ii)(A); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 52, § 87.1(e); 58 PA. STAT. ANN. § 408(c); VA. CODE ANN. § 45.1-361.21 (c)(7); W. VA. CODE ANN. § 22C-9-7(b)(6).} Similar to pure risk-penalty states, the amount of the penalty and what expenses the penalty may be assessed against vary from state to state.\footnote{194 See supra Part IV.B.}
In addition to allowing the nonconsenter to make an election, a key feature to the enumerated options approach is that each scheme has an automatic option that is triggered if the owner does not make a timely election. The automatic option varies from state to state. In New York, for example, if the owner fails to make a timely election, the owner will become a royalty interest owner. Thus, the landowner has a set period of time after the Chief issues a pooling order to select one of the enumerated options. The Chief will issue the order if a default occurs because the selection period lapses and the landowner fails to make an election.

Of the three types of mandatory pooling schemes, the enumerated options approach best replicates the marketplace. “States that authorize the use of alternatives provide a more realistic replica of the actual marketplace . . . and, therefore, more closely achieve what the market cannot do because of the rule of capture.” The enumerated options approach “allows for flexibility and fact-specific determinations” for the nonoperator to “balance his or her interests, opting for what each believes to be the best approach for his or her unique situation.” In addition, having the risk penalty as one of the alternatives will still provide an incentive for the parties to form voluntary pooling agreements.

Although some state that the enumerated options approach promotes voluntary agreements more so than the strict risk-penalty approach, landowners may still choose a wait-and-see approach before forming a voluntary agreement in an enumerated options state. Landowners may decide to postpone making a voluntary agreement until after their tracts of land have been pooled by the mandatory pooling order because the alternatives in an enumerated options scheme mimic the marketplace. Thus, by offering similar options to what may be agreed upon in the marketplace, an enumerated options approach may disincentivize landowners to voluntarily pool their tracts of land.
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V. PROPOSAL FOR A NEW MANDATORY POOLING SCHEME FOR OHIO

Ohio’s current mandatory pooling law, which was enacted in 1965 to respond to the rule of capture and the migratory nature of oil, is outdated. Today, Ohio faces new challenges from the emergence of the shale gas development, which involves nonmigratory shale natural gas. Rather than using traditional vertical wells to extract the migratory oil, the extraction technologies of hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling pose additional challenges on the mandatory pooling laws. Furthermore, hydraulic fracturing poses environmental concerns that contribute to landowners’ decisions to refrain from the drilling process. Therefore, the Ohio General Assembly must update its current approach to mandatory pooling to respond to these new demands.

Instead of repealing or replacing the current law in its entirety, the Ohio General Assembly should use the current language of Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 as a basis and make several amendments to make mandatory pooling more equitable for all involved in the process. Mandatory pooling is a vital part to a comprehensive regulatory scheme. While some may advocate eliminating mandatory pooling in its entirety, doing so would have significant negative effects to Ohio landowners, the oil and gas industry, and state and local governments. Moreover, many of the current provisions in Ohio Revised Code § 1509.27 are provisions that must be part of the new solution to meet the demands posed by shale gas development.

The first step in making mandatory pooling more equitable for those involved in the process is to move from a strict risk-penalty approach to an enumerated options approach. The current risk-penalty approach does not provide landowners subject to a pooling order with any option other than to...
pay a penalty of up to 200% of the reasonable costs of production or become a working interest owner. The lack of alternatives fails to recognize the strong opposition to hydraulic fracturing.

When Ohio’s mandatory pooling law was enacted in the 1960s, economic reasons, rather than environmental reasons, motivated landowners’ decisions to hold out from drilling operations. Landowners in the 1960s may have decided to hold out based on the assumption that a more lucrative agreement could be reached in the future. Today, however, many landowners are concerned about the potential environmental ramifications included in the risks of hydraulic fracturing.208 Those holding out for environmental reasons are not holding out with the assumption of a more lucrative offer in the future, but on the assumption of not wishing to realize their mineral rights. As a result, these landowners will likely take a wait-and-see approach on the outcome of the mandatory pooling process before voluntarily leasing their mineral rights. Under the strict risk-penalty approach, these landowners could be severely punished by the risk penalty. However, under an enumerated options approach, these landowners would have a second chance to form a deal after the Chief issues a mandatory pooling order that is similar to what could be formed in the marketplace.

The enumerated options approach would allow the mandatory pooling order to mimic the marketplace.209 Under this approach, landowners who opt to take a wait-and-see approach will be able to make an election from a list of options similar to those available as if a voluntary pooling agreement takes place. The options enumerated in the statute should provide alternatives that not only provide landowners with the opportunity to make a fact-specific determination based on their assessment of their own unique situations, but also options that encourage voluntary agreements. Therefore, the mandatory pooling order in Ohio should provide the nonconsenting landowner the option to participate in the drilling unit as a working interest owner, the option to assign the landowner’s interests in return for a bonus and royalty payment, and the option for the well operator to carry the landowner through the drilling process subject to a risk penalty.

The option to participate in the drilling unit as a working interest owner will require the nonconsenting landowner to contribute the cost of production prior to the commencement of drilling. In return, the

208 See, e.g., Hunt, supra note 3, at A4.
209 Kramer, supra note 152, at 274.
nonconsenting owner will be able to earn the entire working interests of the production. However, this option is limited to those who have the financial capabilities to contribute to the extensive costs of production up front.\footnote{Landy & Reese, supra note 146, at 11056.}

The second option—to surrender or assign the working interest in return for a per acreage bonus payment or royalty payment—is a more conservative option and may be appealing to landowners who do not have the financial capabilities to contribute to the costs of production. The bonus payment will compensate the nonconsenting owner for assigning the owner’s working interest rights in the minerals. The royalty payment, however, will allow the nonconsenting owner to benefit from the potential profit in the production of shale gas from the owner’s tract of land. The statute should allow the parties to negotiate the terms of the agreement for the acreage bonus and royalty payments. If, however, the parties cannot agree on the terms, the Division of Oil and Gas shall have the authority to set the amount of compensation based on the prevailing rates within the drilling unit or surrounding units.\footnote{See, e.g., N.Y. ENVTL. CONSERV. LAW ANN. § 23-0901(3)(a)(3) (West 2007) (“The . . . royalty owner shall receive a royalty equal to the lowest royalty in an existing lease in the [drilling] unit, but no less than one-eighth.”). Notably, an economic impact report estimated that the average compensation from entering a lease with an oil and gas company is $2,500 per acre with a 15% royalty payment. Vanac, supra note 2, at D4.}

The third option for a nonconsenting owner would allow the well operator to carry the owner through the production process and the owner would have the costs of production taken out of the pro rata share of production in addition to a penalty. Ohio’s current risk-penalty provision should be preserved and used for this option.\footnote{OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 1509.27 (Supp. 2013).} The current risk-penalty provision provides the Division of Oil and Gas the flexibility needed to reflect the amount of risk involved in the drilling operation. In addition, the maximum 200\% penalty will serve as a deterrent and will encourage voluntary pooling.\footnote{Id. (stating that the percentage shall not exceed 200%).}

The mandatory pooling order also must designate one of the options as the automatic election. This option would only be triggered if a landowner fails to make a timely selection of one of the enumerated options. In order to encourage voluntary pooling agreements and participation in the mandatory pooling process, Ohio should make the risk-penalty option the automatic election if a timely election is not made. The option to become a working interest owner should not be the automatic provision because of...
the extensive expenses landowners would have to contribute prior to drilling.\textsuperscript{214} Also, the option to be integrated as a royalty interest owner may be an incentive for landowners to refrain from participating in the pooling process and in the negotiations of reasonable terms of compensation. Thus, the risk-penalty option may incentivize landowners to participate in the pooling process and to make a fact-specific determination based on their assessment of their own unique situations. The landowner may continue to negotiate with the well operator after the default risk-penalty option is triggered, but the landowner will lack substantial bargaining power and the options provided by the pooling order will no longer be available.

If Ohio adopts the enumerated options approach, the purpose of having mandatory pooling laws will still be realized. Mandatory pooling laws should protect the correlative rights of landowners, promote effective development, and promote conservation.\textsuperscript{215} By not amending the current requirements that must be met before the Chief can issue a mandatory pooling order,\textsuperscript{216} pooling orders in Ohio will still be issued to realize those purposes. One could argue that, due to the nonmigratory nature of shale gas and the ability to control hydraulic fractures and horizontal drilling, mandatory pooling laws are unnecessary. In regard to the controlled nature of the extraction technologies, horizontal well operators would still need to gain permission from all landowners over a pool to avoid subsurface trespass. Additionally, although shale gas is nonmigratory, slight seepage of shale gas is possible from the outer portions of a tract of land adjoining a drilling unit. Furthermore, not having the ability to pool tracts of land could permanently leave the shale gas stored beneath the surface of a single tract of land undeveloped. It would not be efficient or cost effective to realize the shale gas of the small tract of land in the future. The availability to mandatorily pool tracts of land will continue to protect the correlative rights of landowners and promote effective development of shale gas while promoting conservation, even when dealing with the physical properties of shale gas and the extraction technologies.

Due to the utility of mandatory pooling, the enumerated options approach will provide an equitable pooling scheme for all involved in the

\textsuperscript{214} Landy & Reese, supra note 146, at 11056.
\textsuperscript{215} See supra Part II.B.
\textsuperscript{216} OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 1509.27 ("[T]he chief, if satisfied . . . that mandatory pooling is necessary to protect correlative rights or to provide effective development, use, or conservation of oil and gas, shall issue . . . a mandatory pooling order. . . .").
process. The ability of a landowner to make an election from a list of options best replicates the marketplace. 217 Further, the enumerated options approach recognizes that holdouts from the shale gas development may be motivated by noneconomic reasons. Thus, the enumerated options approach will allow the nonconsenting owner to have a second chance to form an equitable agreement.

Although the enumerated options approach is more equitable for landowners, it is also equitable for the oil and gas industry. The agreements made between the parties after a pooling order has been issued—with or without the assistance from the Division of Oil and Gas—are similar to those that would be made in the marketplace. 218 After the Chief issues an order for mandatory pooling, the well operator will likely have an increased bargaining position when negotiating with the nonconsenter because the nonconsenter must comply with the order or be subject to the risk penalty as a default election. Additionally, the enumerated option approach will not allow free-riding as an option. As a result, the enumerated options approach with an automatic risk-penalty option will be more equitable for all parties involved compared to Ohio’s current strict risk-penalty scheme.

In light of the strong opposition to hydraulic fracturing from many landowners, one negative aspect of the enumerated options approach is that it may make the decision to initially hold out more attractive. Therefore, well operators will have to initiate the lengthy and expensive mandatory pooling process 219 and will also consume government resources. The automatic risk-penalty option will help alleviate this potential problem by deterring individuals from refraining from the process altogether. Overall, the enumerated options approach will encourage voluntary pooling agreements. 220

VI. CONCLUSION

Hydraulic fracturing, for better or worse, is here to stay in Ohio. Mandatory pooling is a necessary component of a robust oil and gas conservation scheme because it aims to promote efficient development of natural resources and protects the correlative rights of landowners. Due to the necessary and critical role mandatory pooling plays in the development
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of shale natural gas, Ohio must make sure this process is equitable to all stakeholders involved.

Ohio’s mandatory pooling law is inadequate to meet the demands of the emerging hydraulic fracturing industry and is not equitable to landowners who do not wish participate in shale natural gas development. The modest changes made to the law in 2010 have not gone far enough to respond to these demands. By replacing Ohio’s pure risk-penalty approach with an enumerated options approach, landowners subject to a mandatory pooling order will have additional alternatives. Adopting an enumerated options approach will continue to carry out the purposes of mandatory pooling and will encourage voluntary agreements. Therefore, the Ohio General Assembly must act now to amend this constitutional, but controversial law.